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bathroom products - toileting

Lock-On™ seat with arms

hinged elevated toilet seats

■   elevates seat by 4"
■   wider than typical donut, slightly

contoured
■   hand grips for portability

■   elevates seat by 4"
■   slopes on one side for those

requiring extended leg positioning

 43-2540R standard slip-in  50.00 
 43-2541R elongated bolt-down  50.00 

 43-2540L standard slip-in  50.00 
 43-2541L elongated bolt-down  50.00 

■   provides for
comfort and
support  

■   available in
three
heights: 2",
4" and 6" 

■   standard seat includes a slip-in
bracket for fast and safe
installation

■   elongated seat includes bolt-down
bracket for a more permanent
attachment

 43-2500             2" slip-in                      42.50 
 43-2501             4" slip-in                      45.00 
 43-2502             6" slip-in                      47.50 

 43-2510            2" bolt-down                42.50 
 43-2511            4" bolt-down                45.00 
 43-2512            6" bolt-down                47.50 

■   elevates seat by 4" 
■   two-part seat allows

for normal raising
and lowering of lid

■   uses existing
toilet seat and
lid

■   hinged seat
allows for
easy
cleaning

■   elevates seat
by 4"

■   for use with
regular toilet
seat

■   width between arms is 19";
arm height is 4½"

■   300 lb capacity
■   hardware included

■   elevates seat by 4"
■   arm rests and bolt-

down bracket 
■   22½" seat width;

18" width between
arms

■ for standard and
elongated seats

■   seat with
aluminum legs
for stability

■ seat slides up
legs to adjust
height                     

■   elevates seat by 5"
■   openings in front and

back for easy access
■   width between

arms is 19"; arm
height is 4½"

■   300 lb capacity

 43-2555 Lock-On™ seat w/arms  57.50 

■   slides under toilet
seat hinge 

 43-2580 slip-in       12.50 

 43-2570 standard  67.50 
 43-2571 elongated  67.50 

■   extra-large guard directs urine
flow towards toilet

■   fits most standard and elongated
toilets and elevated seats

 45-1257 splash guard  12.50 

standard 6"

slip-in bracket

bolt-down bracket

right side sloped

left side sloped

standard seat

elongated seat

 43-2550    standard  57.50 
 43-2551    elongated  57.50 

A  43-2560 with arms  95.00 
B  43-2565 with arms and legs  120.00 

 43-2520 economy  25.00 
 43-2521 slip-in  35.00 
 43-2522 bolt-down  35.00 

A

B

elevated seat contoured elevated
toilet seats splash guard

elevated seat with arms

extra wide elevated
seats with arms

ArthroTall-ette seats brackets

■   use toilet seat
hinge bolts

■   unscrew toilet
seat hinge to slide
in bracket

 43-2581     bolt-down           15.00 
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